This study looks at evidence from the Shànghǎi (Shanghai)-based print media of the accountability of early Chinese companies from the middle period of the Qīng (Qing) Dynasty when the Opium War broke out in 1840 until the imperial monarchy's overthrow in the revolution of 1911. The Qīng Dynasty is known for its technical accounting stagnation.
Introduction
The role in which accounting and accountability plays in power and governance has considerable interest in Chinese accounting history (Guō 1988a; 1988b; Aiken and Lu 1998; 1993a; 1993b; 1993c; Lin 1992; Fu 1971 ) but very little has been written about the development of written financial reporting that informed this accountability in the print media during the middle period of 1840 to 1911. This point is an important one because while Auyeung and Ivory (2003) suggest that China underwent a period of accounting stagnation during the Qīng (Qing) Dynasty, there appears to be evidence that the Chinese print media were eager to showcase Western and early Chinese company accountabilities.
These early companies in the Qīng Dynasty operated in uncertain circumstances. A massive upheaval of the Chinese social environment arose not only due to the events of the First and Second Opium War, Sino-France War, Sino-Japanese War and during the offence of the eight-power allied forces in the China War but also due to the deep financial crises of 1883 and 1910. Despite these upheavals, commercial activity increased during the Qīng Dynasty with early Chinese companies growing in size and profits, resulting in expectations for an account of those profits using a Western form of reporting.
Although the late Qīng Dynasty's economy was characterised by government corruption and European-imposed unequal treaties, extraterritoriality and treaty ports, many reforms were initiated to improve imperial governance. The Self-Strengthening Movement, which to modernise institutions and the military, and develop communications, industry and The great influx of fiscal and legal reforms brought with it the opportunity to take on introduced Western bookkeeping ideas, which was supposed to provide to Chinese organisations an improved means of measuring profits, improving accuracy and checking errors, thus making accounting records more reliable (Auyeung and Ivory 2003) . Nevertheless, for a number of social and ideological reasons, the indigenous Chinese system of reporting persisted in the Qīng Dynasty, with substantial resistance to the wholesale transfer of Western forms of reporting. One Chinese industry that appeared to welcome the trappings of Western bookkeeping, yet still retain its allegiance to the Chinese sense of accountability, was the Shànghǎi-based print media industry. During the late period of the Qīng Dynasty, the Shànghǎi-based print media reported information about early Chinese companies reporting that appears to have given readers a sense of accountability of those early companies. In this context, this study poses the following research question: During the late Qīng Dynasty, what evidence of accountability existed in the reports by the Shànghǎi-based print media reports of early Chinese companies reporting? The paper is structured as follows. The following section considers the theory of alternative reporting models in the context of the Qīng Dynasty. A discussion is then presented on the Shànghǎi print media, in particular its development in the Qīng Dynasty and its reporting of early Chinese companies reporting. This is followed by the analysis of the results of the print media's disclosure of the early Chinese companies reporting. A reflection on early Chinese companies' accountability is then explored. Finally, conclusions of the study's findings are offered.
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Alternative reporting models and accountability
The theory of alternative reporting models (Traditional, Western-narrow and Western-broad) recognises that different forms of accountability may exist across a broad spectrum of reporting models ranging from a Traditional reporting model based on an indigenous accounting system to Western-broad comprehensive reporting model based on civic-based practices of Western democratic countries (Brown 2011) . If the indigenous Chinese system of reporting that persisted in the Qīng Dynasty is seen as closely aligned to the Traditional reporting model and the introduction of technical forms of Western bookkeeping to the Qīng Dynasty is taken as an example of the Western-narrow reporting model, then there is room to acknowledge the different forms of accountabilities that arose from each reporting model. The Traditional reporting model focuses on deference to communal customs and conditions in contrast to the financial focus of the Western-narrow reporting model and the societal focus of the Western-broad model (Brown and Tower 2002) . The traditional reporting model is characterised by an incentive to generate written reports for stewardship but there rests an 'accountability of undecided space' (Brown 2011, 172) . This model contrasts with Western-narrow reporting with its focus on generating narrow, financially-based, written reports providing an accountability of agency, and the Western-broad reporting with its high values given to written accounts that inform on matters of corporate governance and social responsibility, providing an accountability of civic culture. The Western-narrow model recognised the need for timely and accurate financial information with an emphasis on income statement and balance sheet figures. According to Brown (2011) , the Traditional reporting model provides selective patterns of visibility and obligations. Gardella (1992, 317) explains that during the Qīng Dynasty, indigenous Chinese business went through 'sprouts of capitalism' and that account-keeping techniques 'were adapted to meet the basic requirements of small retail shops and the complex needs of large commercial firms and native banks' (Gardella 1992) . Gardella (1982) recognised that while a sense of rational economic authority characterised Western reporting to render a distinct form of economic visibility to satisfy the needs of a modern capitalist enterprise, a pattern of traditional obligations and patriarchal authority prevailed over Chinese traditional reporting to offer 'pragmatically evolved responses to a host of highly individualised problems of managing and controlling business enterprises and households' (Gardella 1982, 61) . This form of Traditional reporting was not an impediment to accountability. Rather, …there were no inherent obstacles to rational commercial record keeping posed by Chinese mathematical techniques, and 'accountability' was necessary in the conduct 4 everyday Chinese business activities regardless of the nature of a firm's ownership management. (Gardella 1982, 61) 
Western-narrow accountability
At the time of the Qīng Dynasty, the introduction of the Western double-entry accounting system to China was based on the Western-narrow reporting viewpoint that financial information needed to be prepared on a timely financial basis to satisfy accountabilities of agency and stewardship. It was assumed by the proponents of Western-narrow reporting with their predilection for double-entry accounting, that it was possible to lift the early Chinese companies reporting to a Western-narrow model of reporting calculations for profitable exchange. Chinese and non-Chinese investors (Sūn 2008) , raising issues on how to present financial statements to these diverse groups of investors.
In the early 1830s, a dispute over opium trade emerged between China and Britain. There was a concern that British distributors in their ever-increasing motivation to swell profits had begun to corrupt Chinese distributors of opium. As a consequence, during the Opium War, new public offerings in China halted. The absence of foreign competition allowed the Union Insurance Society of Canton and Canton Insurance Company the opportunity to issue further shares in China, enabling them to strengthen their financial hold on the war torn country (Sūn 2008) . The commercial success of these foreign-owned Chinese ventures was best exemplified in 1864, when Lee Wah Bank Ltd.'s stock price rose as high as £25 after opening at a par value £10 (Zhāng 2001) . In 1869, the British-owned J. P. Bisset & Co. set up operations at with substantial Chinese and foreign investment (Yáo 1919; Zhāng 2001) . These successes increased the call for greater foreign-Chinese business ventures raising further amounts of capital for potential share offerings, all of which required some form of reporting that would satisfy Chinese and domestic investors. It appears that Chinese businessmen invested The rise of the listed company in China brought with it expectations of a Western-narrow form of written accountability, which rendered both a stewardship and signaling function. The antecedents of these colonial accounting systems had their origins in the European medieval era through communal stewardship and Christianity, which assumed that resources were available for use by the people and that property owners had a social responsibility to look after resources for the community and God (Chen 1975) . These Western standards of accountability were heightened with the advent of the Western industrial revolution, particularly with the emergence of the stock company where management owed a duty of care to look after the resources of the shareholders.
Chinese accountability
China's Traditional accountability in the late Qīng Dynasty was informed by a Confucian heritage and imperial governance, which was gradually being questioned by an urban elite fascinated by Western lifestyles, material goods and social practices (Rankin 2008 ). This imperial governance was characterised by complex bureaucratic structures, "a state that relied on a combination of extra-bureaucratic groups and formal bureaucracy" (Lufrano 2013, 98) .
Past studies reveal how Traditional reporting of Chinese benchmarks of accountability were also raised at a number of levels (Gardella 1982; Guō 1988a; Fu 1989; Zhào 1992; Zhao 1987; Hsu 1991) during the Qīng Dynasty. The sìzhùfǎ (sizhu fa) 'four-pillar balancing method' a single-entry system to account for asset protection, while the sānjiǎo zhàng (sanjiao zhang) 'three-leg bookkeeping' used three journals -the huòqīng bù (huoqing bu, cash sales and purchases journal), the yínqīng bù (yinqing bu, cash journal) and the wǎnglái bù (wanglai bu, personal account and transfer journal) -to account for claims and transfers. The lóngmén (longmen zhang, 'dragon-gate bookkeeping'), employed by many important wide-ranging small and medium-sized entities, used a balance equation and hé lóngmén (he longmen, matching process) to sum up calculations of jìn (jin, revenues), jiǎo (jiao, expenditure), cún (cun, assets) and gāi (gai, owners' equity and liabilities) for the Jìn-Jiǎo (Jin-Jiao, RevenueExpenditure) report and the Cún-Gāi (Cun-Gai, Asset-Equity-Liability) report. The sìjiǎo zhàng favoured by commercial entities prepared a cǎixiàng report (caixiang report, profit and loss statement) and cúngāi report (cungai report, balance sheet). Although these reports were 6 technically different from Western narrow reports, they offered Chinese indigenous forms of accountability to Chinese users of information.
It is important to point out that there is a contested understanding of the establishment of the lóngmén zhàng. On the one hand, a body of indigenous Chinese interpretation exists which claims that the lóngmén zhàng was an early form of indigenous Chinese double-entry bookkeeping (Guo Daoyang, 1988) . On the other hand, there is a relatively recent view that this claim represents somewhat of a myth (see, for example, Hoskin, Ma & Macve, 2013) .
Although this study leans towards the view advocated by Gao Daoyang (1988) , it is necessary to acknowledge that the assumption that the lóngmén zhàng was an early form of indigenous Chinese double-entry bookkeeping is open to question. In the context of the aims of this study, this 'east-west' debate does not in itself undermine the theory of alternative reporting models.
Rather it opens up possibilities for different interpretations of the roots of the Traditional and Western reporting models.
Typically, transactions were recorded in the cǎoliú (caoliu, memorandum) using cǎomǎ (caoma, commercial) numerals, transferred them to the xìliú (xiliu, journal) using hàntǐ (haiti, standard) numerals and then posted them to the zǒngqīng (zongqing, ledger) using kuàijì tǐ (kuaiji ti, accounting) numerals before preparing accounting reports (Gamble 1931; Huáng 1934; Fu 1989; Finegan 1978) .
The direct influence of capitalist economic relations on the early Qīng Dynasty served to maintain Chinese inherent double-entry bookkeeping through the lóngmén (longmen) account and the sìjiǎo (sijiao) account. Under the Traditional reporting model, these accounts provided consistency between the double-entry bookkeeping principles and bookkeeping reports, infused the accounting process with classification and scientific rigour, and maintained the division of receipts and payments as well as assets and liabilities. These Traditional reporting model-bound Chinese accounts were grounded on scientific rule-making, and faithfully attempted to record property value elements and changes of property values. The principle of double-track settlement accounts also provided a technical checking role (Guō, 2011) through the adoption of the sìjiǎo account. Here, the Chinese Zōngjié (Zongjie) took a similar shape to the Western balance sheet, while the Chinese Cǎijié (Caijie) looked very similar to the Western income statement. Accountability was maintained by the payment of guānlì dividends (guanli dividends, fixed rate of common stock) which ensured a form of cash feedback to stockholders. Higher literacy rates and densely packed populations in economically advanced areas allowed newspapers to question the complex bureaucratic structures of the Qīng Dynasty (Lufrano 2013) . Transitional moments in printed communications in China arose with the emergence of Chinese-language and English-language newspapers, thus opening up a readership to Chinese and foreign audiences (Mokros 2012; Mittler 2004 ). This shift provided incentives for companies to disclose information in newspapers. For example, HSBC's success in China came about from its ability to attract capital from both Chinese and foreign shareholders and to draw savings from depositors from all walks of life (Horesh 2006 ).
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The modern press, particularly those based in Shànghǎi, introduced a new level of public awareness of Western practices (Rankin 2008) . …the emerging news media played a defining role, intensifying the sense of alarm at foreign incursions, increasing the anger aimed at the court's policies, and stimulating the simultaneous fascination for the foreign and exotic. (Rankin 2008, 40) Editorialists encouraged industrial development, railed against official corruption, and urged Chinese readers to familiarise themselves with Westerners and their new technologies and education system (Wang 2007) . The newspaper readership expanded to include people from commercial walks of life, such as professionals, entrepreneurs, shop clerks and small merchants (Wang 2007) , reaching beyond the local to the national market (Wue 2004) . Even, the collapse of the Qīng Dynasty was watched closely by the commercial press and its readers (Wang 2007) .
Given the different reporting models that existed in the Qīng Dynasty, it is of considerable interest how the accountabilities of these early companies were presented by the news media during this period. As such, this study looks at the print media reporting of early Chinese companies from the middle period of the Qīng Dynasty when the Opium War broke out in 1840 until the imperial monarchy's overthrow in the revolution of 1911.
Print media reporting of the reporting by early Chinese companies
As shown in Figure 1 , a form of Western-narrow accountability was demonstrated by the written disclosure of shares and stocks in the North-China Herald, where prominence was given to details about paid-up capital, and the latest prices and dividends ratios (Wood 1866, 4) . What is clear, in Figure 1 , is not so much that the bank shares, denominated in pounds (rather than the taels of commercial companies), provided a significantly larger dividend return on investments than that offered by the commercial companies, but that a Western-narrow form of accountability was presented on the pages of the Shànghǎi-based press for existing and prospective investor groups as well as a general readership. To our view, this presentation shows that the media facilitated a transmission of financial accounting information designed to address the commercial interests of a business readership. Public display of commercial information through accounting metrics served to enhance the milieu of accountability of these early companies of the Qīng Dynasty. Western-narrow forms of accountability were not limited to lists of share prices and dividends.
As revealed in Figure 2 , some entities, such as the HSBC, disclosed their statements of assets and liabilities in the print media, in this case, the North China Daily News (Little 1869).
Critically, the statements of assets and liabilities did not separate equity from liabilities, and paid-up capital and reserve fund were included in the liabilities side of the statement.
Crucially, here was a demonstration of the fusion between Western-narrow and Traditional forms of reporting providing open accountability to a newspaper readership, an exposure that gave prominence to the activities of HSBC and the workings of technical accounting itself.
<Please Insert Figure 2 here>
In keeping with the Traditional reporting model, this form of technical accounting was not confined to the English language. As shown in Figure 3 , the Shànghǎi Stock Quotation, was disclosed in detail in the Shanghai Daily News (Shànghǎi Xīnbào, 1871) . The Shànghǎi Stock Quotation, expressed in Chinese, also placed great emphasis on the return of dividends, underlying the notion that Chinese, as well as foreign, sources of financing were sought by the Western companies in China. Consistent with the Traditional reporting model, accountabilities of entities gave deference to local language and customs. The first column of As depicted in Figure 6 , CMSN's 13th Zhàngluè disclosed both guānlì (guanli) dividends and yúlì dividends (Qián 1887) . It can be seen here that CMSN''s gǔfèn zīběn was 2,000,000 liǎng and half-year guānlì dividends were 120,000 liǎng (liang). Importantly for users and readers of Zhàngluè information, these dividends were treated as expenses even before the depreciation and remuneration of directors and senior managers; if the firm had net income, it was possible to pay yúlì dividends (yuli dividends, which were a flexible or fixed rate of net income) to stockholders. The accounts themselves appear to bear a form of accountability of stewardship and entity. Formal sìjiǎo zhàng comprised cún to record stocks of assets and credits, gāi to record claims on assets, including capital and liabilities, jìn to record receipts of revenue and zhī to record payments of expenditure. Figure 5 shows cún and gāi suggesting that CMSN's 1 st Zhàngluè did not fully follow the rules of formal sìjiǎo zhàng. However, Figure 6 , which also depicts the Zōngjié and Cǎijié prepared by the sìjiǎo zhàng (sijiao zhang,'four-leg bookkeeping'), suggests that the CMSN's 13th Zhàngluè followed the rules of formal sìjiǎo zhàng.
In a further example of the sustained accountability taking place in the Qīng (Qing) Dynasty, issued new shares (Qián 1907) .
During the initial ten years of CMSN's existence, the narrative of the progress of the company's business operating activities consisted of both annual operating activities and settling accounts in order for Hóngzhāng Lǐ (Hongzhang Li), who was Zhílì (Zhili) Governor (Zhāng, 1931) despite preparing Chinese-style Shuōluè (Shuolue, which were words description of the firms' situation) and Zhàngluè from 1900 to 1909 (Zhāng Jiǎn (Zhang Jian) Research Center, Nántōng (Nantong) City Library 1994) to account for its operations.
Elements of Western-broad reporting may also have been present in the early Chinese companies of the Qīng Dynasty with the performance of social responsibility through donations to victims of natural disasters. The First Accounts Summary of CMSN showed that CMSN donated 2,139 liang 4 qian 9 fen 3 li in aidfor natural disasters in the Jin district.
Conclusion
The print media showcased different forms of accountability maintained by a fusion of Western-narrow and Traditional reporting models. Chinese financial accountability was particularly strengthened by the firms' positive FCF to guarantee the repayment of principal, interest and dividends. Although the 1904 Gōngsī lǜ placed a particular emphasis on Western accountability benchmarks, Chinese reporting practices prevailed, suggesting that although
Chinese and Western reporting models were distinguishable in form, much in their accountabilities was similar in substance.
The preservation of Chinese forms of reporting by early companies of the Qīng Dynasty allowed companies to demonstrate their respect for expectations of local stewardship. Gardella (1982) raised the notion that it was important for Chinese commercial enterprises to observe a pattern of traditional obligations and patriarchal authority in the Qīng Dynasty.
Maintaining traditional forms of reporting fitted in with this practice. Yet it appeared that it was the Western signs of accountability of early Chinese companies that informed the reports of the Shànghǎi-based print media. Thus, prominence was given to media coverage of dividend yields, current price per share and various forms of stock quotations. Accounting summaries of zongjie (balance sheets) and caijie (income statements) provided a media readership with a snapshot of the calculation of profitable exchange.
In a city which experienced rapid change and great upheaval, Shànghǎi-based newspapers 
